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ABSTRACT

This report describes the progress from July 1, 1967 through June 30,
1968 on the development of a personal-type reading machine for the blind
sponsored by the Veterans Administration, Prosthetic and Sensory Aids
Service.
The most advanced personal-type reading machine being developed by
Mauch Laboratories provides the blind user with the "spelled-speech"
equivalent for each upper- and lower-case letter or ligature scanned by
a hand-held optica1,probe. The "multiple snapshot" character recognition
technique recognizes most popular fonts with moderate accuracy (90-95
percent) and speed (80-90 words per minute) by using a special arrangement of CdSe photoconductors to sense letter features. The development
cd the hand-held probe for this machine also resulted in a family of direct
translation reading aids which are pocket-sized and battery operated and
may be used independently for low-speed reading. These are the "Visotactor A," which is used in the recognition system also, the "Visotactor
B," the "Multicolumn Visotactor," and the "Visotoner." The Visotactors
are "tactile optophones" with one or more columns of photocells and
associated stimulators. The Visotoner is a nine-tone, self-contained optophone. One or more operating prototypes of each device were completed
and tested.
A new design of the recognition photocell array was made and tested
in the Recognition Prototype II. The new array reduced recognition
errors and improved word space detection. A blind volunteer, Miss
Reinicke, used the Recognition Prototype in her home since December
1967.
a
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The experience gained with the Recognition Prototype I1 has contributed to the development of a production version of the recognition
reading machine, Cognodictor, which is now being designed. Two major
sections of the Cognodictor, the W o r d Synthesizer electronics and the
W o r d Storage U n i t , were designed, built, and tested during this report
period. As soon as the Cognodictor design is complete, three prototypes
will be assembled for "shake down" testing by blind subjects.
Several improvements have been made in the Visotactor B and Visotoner
designs as the result of experiences of b1i:ld users at Hines VA Hospital,
Hines, Illinois, and at The Hadley School for the Blind, Winnetka,
Illinois. A stimulator intensity control was added to the Visotactor B,
and the lamp assembly used in both machines was redesigned. A viscous
damping device was designed and added to the Visotactor BJVisotoner
prototypes now in the field. The damping device applies a smooth, speeddependent resistance to one of the guide rollers on the probe.
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INTRODUCTION

The research and development described in this report is part of a
continuing program at Mauch Laboratories, Inc., toward the development of a personal-type reading machine for the blind. The most advanced
system now being evaluated and improved will permit satisfying reading
speeds (up to 80-90 words per minute). I t will be portable and will be
reasonably priced when manufactured in moderate quantities.
I n early studies we found that a speech-like aural output is necessary
in order to achieve satisfying reading rates. Consequently, an electromechanical W o r d Synthesizer was designed and constructed which would
play back tape recordings of individual phonemes stored in the Word
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Synthesizer and electromechanically selected for playback, in accordance
with photoelectric scanning signals derived from the printed text. Full
recognition of the entire alphabet was not intended at that time.
Somewhat later, a relatively economical scanning method was developed
whereby a letter is seen simultaneously, as in a "snapshot," by a number
of photocells in a two-dimensional array (rather than by a single line of
photocells which must progressively scan over a letter to establish its
identity). This "single snapshot" recognition technique was incorporated
in a prototype scanner which recognized all the lower case letters of the
IBM Executive typewriter alphabet.
When it was realized that full recognition would be possible, the Word
Synthesizer was equipped with tape recordings of "spelled-speech" letters
(developed by Professor Milton Metfessel of Metfessel Laboratories, Los
Angeles, California) instead of phonemes. The "spelled-speech" output
can be understood at 80-90 words per minute with little training and is
much more suitable for an inexpensive reading machine for the blind
than attemping to synthesize English words.
I n order to recognize upper- and lower-case letters of a wide variety
of type styles, a more versatile recognition scheme which utilizes "multiple
snapshots" to collect information on letter features was devised, and a
Recognition Prototype I which uses the "multiple snapshot" technique
was designed and built. This Recognition Prototype I was tested with
498 letters from nine widely used type styles. This laboratory prototype
demonstrated the effectiveness of the "multiple snapshot" technique but
its tolerance for mistracking was low and recognition accuracy decreased
at high reading rates.
The Recognition Prototype I was renamed Recognition Prototype II
after extensive changes in the electronic circuitry, a new-designed photocell array, and a photoelectric drum-type Word Synthesizer greatly
improved performance. During this reporting period, other design improvements were made, and a blind subject began using this laboratory model
of the recognition
machine in her home in December 1967.
Cognodictor is the name of the production version of Mauch Laboratories' recognition reading machine. The Cognodictor will be smaller
(about T/2 CU.ft. total volume) and more reliable than the Recognition
Prototype. Plans are being made to build three Cognodictors for use by
blind test subjects.
The character recognition reading machine being developed by Mauch
Laboratories consists of several components. The Visotactor A is the
hand-held-and-guided optical scanner which at present contains eight
tactile stimulators (two per finger) which operate as a type of tactile
optophone to enable the user to adjust probe magnification for size of
type ( 7 to 36 points), to locate the line of print, to scan along the line
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of print, and to decipher numerals and characters beyond the capabilities
of the recognition circuitry and the spelled-speech "vocabulary." I n
addition to the eight photoconductive cells in the optophone-like array,
the Visotactor A contains a two-line array of 10 photoconductive cells
which provide sequential signals necessary for our "multiple snapshot"
character recognition technique. Logic circuitry located in the Cognodictor
operates from these photoelectric signals to determine the presence or
absence of letter features independent, in large measure, of the letter width
and type face. As soon as the letter (upper- and lower-case or ligature)
has been determined, the logic circuitry translates this information into
the five-bit Baudot code which causes the photoelectric Word Synthesizer
in the Cognodictor to reproduce one of 31 prerecorded outputs through
a loudspeaker or earphone(s). The Word Storage Unit, also located in
the Cognodictor, can store up to eight letters to group them for close
sequential playback and to allow for varying speeds of the Visotactor A
probe. Three Cognodictor prototypes are being built for testing by blind
subjects. A mechanical tracking aid, the Colineator, is an optional accessory
which may be used for easier tracking over extended periods or reading.
The Visotactor B consists of the same hand-held probe, tactile stimulators,
and self-contained electronics to operate the stimulators as the Visotactor
A but without the complex photocell array needed for recognition operation. The Visotactor B (or A) and a rechargeable battery may be carried
in a coat pocket and may be used as a portable tactile optophone in those
cases in which small size and portability are more important than the
speed and performance of the complete recognition system. One Visotactor
A and six Visotactor B prototypes have been built. Four of the Visotactor
B prototypes (with Colineators and other accessories) were delivered to
the Veterans Administration, PSAS, during May 1967, for "shakedown"
testing. This testing resulted in a number of design improvements which
were also incorporated in the existing Visotactor B's. Ten more Visotactor
B's are being built for field testing.
The Visotoner is the laboratory name for a compact, battery-operated
optophone which uses the frame, illumination, and optics developed for
the Visotactor A and B. The Visotoner frame contains nine transistorized
audio oscillators which produce the optophone tones. The Visotoner and
its battery are also pocket-sized. Seven Visotoners (including Colineators
and other accessories) have been built. Six Visotoners were shipped to
VA, PSAS, in New York during May 1967. Most of these units underwent "shakedown" testing at Hines VA Hospital. Several improvements
were made in the Visotoner design and 30 field-test units are now being
manufactured for the Veterans Administration.
The Multicolumn Visotactor is an advanced version of the Visotactor
B which contains three adjacent columns of photocells and associated tactile
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stimulators which are sensed by the "braille area" of the finger tips. The
potential performance regarding reading speed places it between the
single column Visotoners or Visotactors and the character recognition
machine. This device may evolve into a "Digitactor," a simple direct
translation reading aid which will stimulate the underside of only one
finger, probably the finger doing the scanning.
PROGRESS DURING THE CONTRACT PERIOD

1. Cognodictor Development

The production version of Mauch Laboratories' recognition reading
machine has been given the name "Cognodictor." The Cognodictor will
contain three main sections :
1. electronic recognition logic which consists of
a. photocell white level compensators
b. photocell whitelblack detectors
c. snapshot counter and control circuits
d. memory units
e. recognition matrix
f. Baudot encoder
2. the new design Word Storage Unit
3. the drum-type Word Synthesizer including the new integrated circuit
electronics (Fig. 1) .
Most of the design work remaining involves 1. the electronic recognition
logic. I t is estimated that this logic can be built on 14-15 plug-in printed
circuit cards each 4% in. x 4% in. and that the power requirements
will be approximately 15 watts. As the circuits for the 1. a.-f. are designed,
breadboard versions will be assembled and tested. The printed circuit
boards needed for three Cognodictor prototypes will be designed and
assembled as soon as each breadboard operates satisfactorily.
The drum-type Word Synthesizer uses the lamp, film drum, and
photocell assembly from a commercially available audio memory unit
manufactured by the Cognitronics Corporation, Mount Kisco, New York.
As purchased from the Cognitronics Corporation, the model 632 Speechmaker uses conventional transistor circuitry constructed on seven plug-in
printed circuit cards to select and amplify one of 31 prerecorded sound
tracks on a photographic film drum when triggered by the corresponding
five-bit binary code. During August-September 1967, a circuit was designed
which replaces the original "as purchased" electronics. Because the replacement circuit uses nine integrated circuits and only eight separate transistors,
it was assembled on only one printed circuit card. The space savings
achieved in going from seven cards to one will be important in reducing
the recognition reading machine to a volume of approximately % cu. ft.
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FIGURE1.-The Word Synthesizer film drum which is approximately 3 in. in
diameter has 32 optical sound tracks similar to those used on some movie films
(see also Fig. 2 ) .
There are several other advantages in the new circuit. The original circuit
can only operate earphones directly; a separate amplifier is required to
operate a loudspeaker. The new circuit uses one RCA CA 3020 integrated
circuit as the audio output stage. Capable of up to % watt output with
10 percent distortion, the CA 3020 in this circuit is adjusted for % watt
output at much lower distortion. A loudspeaker may be used in homes
and smaller conference rooms without additional amplification. The
original circuit used two supply voltages
12 and - 12, while our Visotactor requires $6 supply. The new circuit uses only +5 volts, which may
be obtained from the +6 volt supply.
I t usually is neither possible nor desirable to convert a system using
discrete components into one using integrated circuits by substituting an
integrated circuit for a block of components. T o take advantage of the
complex functions built into certain integrated circuits, it may be necessary
to rearrange the internal operations of the system.
As an example, the older circuitry in the Speechmaker used a matrix
containing 160 diodes to decode the five binary input signals and to
activate the corresponding output line out of 32 possible outputs. The

+
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matrix supplied bias voltages to the base inputs of 32 transistors which
were used as switches for corresponding silicon photovoltaic cells located
inside the film drum. The input to switch #32, the silent channel, omitted
the photocell and connected to ground. A coupling capacitor was required
to prevent the photocell from shunting the bias signals to ground. The
redesigned circuit eliminates bulky capacitors by arranging each silicon
photocell so that it is reverse biased and thus conducts negligible current
when it is selected to play back the associated sound track. Switching the
audio signal "on" is done by applying forward bias to a silicon diode in
series with each photocell. The diodes corresponding to unselected signals
remain reverse biased and do not conduct appreciably. The 32 diodes
used in this section are located in four integrated circuits, Texas Instruments SN15833N. T o gain the advantage of using an integrated circuit
binary-to-decimal decoder (SN7441N), the audio is switched again. Two
decoders are used. The first is used to decode three of the five binary
input lines thus providing eight signals which switch "on" one diode in
each of the four SN15833N integrated circuits. Thus, when sound track
#5 is selected, diodes 5, 13, 21, and 29 will be "on." Four transistor
switches which are operated by four outputs of the second decoder
(decoding the remaining 2 bits) select the correct group of eight diodes,
in this case the first group containing diode 5. Thus, the two integrated
circuit decoders and four transistor switches perform the function of 160
diodes at less than half the parts cost and a fraction of the volume.
There are two instances when the audio signal must be suppressed to
avoid clicks between letters. The first is when the film splice passes the
photocells. The splice in the film cylinder and the cement which has been
spread on either side of the joint require about 10 milliseconds suppression
to prevent noise. The second instance concerns the step change in signal
when the five-bit selecting code changes. The photocell signal is on the
order of 10-50 millivolts, and differences between cells and bias voltages
produce output steps many times greater than the signal. In the older
design, the bias was supplied from 18 volt signals by 32 pairs of resistors,
each resistor with a 1k5 percent tolerance. I n the worse case, the differences
between the nominal and actual resistor values could produce a step of
500 millivolts. The new design also uses f5 percent resistors, but the
bias source is only 3.7 volts so that the maximum step is reduced to
about one-fifth or 100 millivolts. Originally, the suppression circuit
followed the amplifier so that the step usually overloaded the amplifier
and then decayed at a rate depending on the lowest frequency response of
the amplifier. The suppression had to be applied at the same time as or
before the binary code changed and maintained as the step decayed until
it was much less than the signal. I n practice this required 25-30 milliseconds of suppression time. The new design applies suppression at the
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amplifier input in such a manner that the step decays rapidly, but the
low frequency response of the amplifier remains unaffected. The suppression time in this design is only 10 milliseconds and possibly could be
less if the film splice could be improved.
Two integrated circuits are used to develop the suppression pulse and
a marker output pulse needed to synchronize the letter selection with the
rotating film drum. The 32nd track on the film is a marker signal 5
milliseconds in duration which is located between letters. Each letter is
repeated four times around the circumference of the drum. The marker
signal appears four times also and one of these ends on the film splice.
The marker circuitry could be simplified if the signal could be lengthened
to 10 milliseconds and centered over the splice. Photocell #32 generates
a marker signal of about +20 millivolts. An integrated circuit differential
operational amplifier, RCA CA 3029, is used to amplify this pulse. The
operating point of the CA 3029 is stabilized by a low-pass negative feedback circuit. The leading edge of the amplified pulse is used to operate
a monostable multivibrator built around a quadruple-two-input gate
circuit, Motorola MC 724 P. The multivibrator which is 10 milliseconds
long operates the suppression circuit and supplies the marker output
pulse.
One prototype of this circuit was assembled on a breadboard for
evaluation during September 1967. Tests with the breadboard of the
integrated circuit version of the Word Synthesizer electronics showed that
the audio amplification was not sufficient to produce full output power
under certain conditions. A single amplifier stage preceding the CA 3020
integrated circuit was included in the design so that full audio output
can be obtained when the illumination of the film drum is reduced to
lamp aging and/or when the CA 3020 is a low gain unit. The complete
breadboard was tested at ambient temperatures up to 180 deg. F. and
operated satisfactorily.
A test circuit which generates binary codes suitable for driving the new
design electronics of the Word Synthesizer was designed and built during
October 1967. Two integrated circuits (SN7493N), each containing four
bistable multivibrators, are arranged to count the marker pulses from the
Word Synthesizer. The outputs of five of the bistable multivibrators
represent binary coded decimal numbers from 1 to 32 and are connected
to the binary input of the Word Synthesizer. Three-position toggle
switches in each of these five lines permit switching from the bistable
output to a fixed binary 1 or to a 0. These switches thus permit manual
or automatic selection of the letter or letters to be reproduced. Connecting
the output lines and positioning the toggle switches properly causes the
test circuit to cycle through the alphabet or to alternate between any two
letters.
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A modification to the basic circuit described above permits two playback
speeds. Each output line from a bistable multivibrator is gated by an
AND circuit, part of an SN74Hl lN. An additional bistable element
toggled by the marker pulse halves the counter rate so that the counter
dwells on each letter twice as long as necessary. However, the series AND
gates are connected to produce an output code 00000 for one-half of
this interval. Thus, in slow operation, the output sound from the Word
Synthesizer is "A," silent, "B," silent, etc.
The design of the 4v2 in. x 4% in. etched circuit board for the Word
Synthesizer electronics was completed during November 1967. Four
fiber glass laminate boards were etched and drilled by the end of the
month. T o reduce tarnishing of the contacts on the board, the copper
foil was gold plated. Except for the CA 3020 output amplifier which is in
a 12 pin metal can, the integrated circuits are available in the low cost
dual in-line plastic package. The total parts cost of the integrated circuit
version is about 40 percent of the parts cost for the older design. There
should be additional savings in labor because there are now fewer components (89 compared with 400+) to insert, fewer connectors to wire,
and fewer circuit boards to fabricate.
During December 1967, four circuit boards, each one containing the
electronics for a Word Synthesizer, were assembled and tested. One
connection omitted in the art work had to be completed by a wire, and
several solder joints required resoldering before all four boards operated
properly. The artwork was corrected by adding this connection. The
four boards will be used for three Cognodictors with one circuit board
available for replacement if needed- (Fig. 2 ) .
During February 1968, a new Wcrd Storage Unit was designed for the
Cognodictor. The first Word Storage Unit provided 15 stages of storage
for the Recognition Prototypes I and I1 but it occupied seven printed
circuit boards and used about 200 integrated circuits. The availability of
more complex circuits in an easy-to-use dual in-line package made it
possible to design a Word Storage Unit which provides eight stages of
storage (eight letters) on a single 4y2 in. x 4v2 in. circuit board. This
design uses 25 integrated circuits and the storage capacity can be expanded,
if required, by using additional circuits, on another board.
The new Word Storage Unit uses 12 type SN7475N integrated circuits
to provide storage for up to eight characters of six bits each. Five of the
bits select the optical track on the Word Synthesizer film drum and the
sixth bit is the word space signal. The SN7475N is called a quadruple
bistable latch. O n the silicon chip are four bistable circuits each of which
can accept a binary 0 or 1 a t its data input terminal D and produce the
same signal a t its output terminal Q only as long as a clock terminal C
is at the binary 1 level (more positive than 2.0 volts) ) . When the clock

+
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FIGURE2 . T h e new Word Synthesizer electronics selects and amplifies one of the
film tracks in Figure 1, according to a five-bit Baudot code input. This one
printed circuit board, 4% in. x 4% in., uses nine integrated circuits and replaces
seven circuit boards which contained over 400 discrete components.
voltage changes to the binary 0 (less positive than f 0 . 8 volts), the
output appearing at Q at that instant is retained regardless of further
changes in D. This latch action when C is at 0 and the feed through
property when C is at 1 make it very useful in the new Word Storage
Unit.
The 48 latches are organized in eight stages of six each with the clock
terminals C of the six latches in a stage connected together. The output
Q of each latch connects to the input D of the corresponding latch of
the following stage. The eight stages are numbered 1-8 beginning with
the input stage which accepts binary coded letter information from the
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recognition logic and ending with the last stage, the readout position,
which supplies five binary signals to the Word Synthesizer electronics
described previously. The clock signal for each stage is supplied by a
separate control flip-flop, one-half of a SN7474N. The eight flip-flops
are interconnected with additional gates to provide the required clock
signals as the Word Storage Unit acquires and releases letters. The
condition of each control flip-flop also supplies information for each stage
as to whether or not it is storing a letter. All empty stages have the
binary 1 signal applied to the six latch clock terminals. Thus, five-bit
letter information entered at stage 1 travels through all empty stages to
the most distant empty stage. Only the control flip-flop for this stage
changes from no letter stored to letter stored and thus changes the
associated latch clock signal to a binary 0. The letter is then held in that
stage until advanced to the next stage toward the read out position.
The recognition logic can only enter letter data into stages 1-7.
The advance of data from stage 7 to stage 8 (or 6 to 7, 5 to 6, etc.) is
initiated only by the marker pulse from the Word Synthesizer which
indicates when the constantly rotating film drum is in position to begin
replaying any letter. When other conditions described below are met,
the marker pulse causes the latch clock voltage for stage 8 to change from
binary 0 to 1 for about 0.3 microsecond and then back to 0. During
this short time, the latches in stage 8 change from their previous states to
the states stored in the corresponding latches of stage 7. The end of
the 0.3 microsecond pulse latches the new data for stage 8 and permits
a similar pulse to appear at stage 7 and .so on toward the input until an
empty stage is reached.
The logical conditions (denoted in the following by capital letters)
which must be met for the marker pulse to advance stored letter data
change depending on the position of a manual switch which selects store
(S) or not store (S) modes of operation. In the not store (S) position
every marker pulse (M) initiates the sequence of 0.3 microsecond advance
pulses ( N ) which move letter data toward stage 8. In the store position
(S) the advance pulses ( N ) appear if stage 8 does not contain a word
space signal (W8), or if the Word Storage Unit may soon overflow (F).
Impending overflow (F) is signaled when only two empty stages (1 and 2)
remain. If stage 8 contains a word space signal (W8), then the advance
pulse (N) is inhibited until a time interval (switch-selected from one to
five letter durations) elapses (T) and either another word space is
stored (X) or enough letters have been stored that read out can begin
in anticipation of completing the word scan soon ( A ) . Including condition
( T ) allows the beginner to provide a longer silent period between words,
if desired. The time interval begins when a word space signal moves from
stage 7 to stage 8.
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The logic equation for the above conditions may be written:
N = M.S + h4.T.A + M.T.X + Maw8+ M-F
where = AND, + = OR
During February 1968, the circuit for the new Word Storage Unit
described above was assembled on a 4% in. x 4% in. perforated phenolic
board using hand wiring. This prototype was tested and installed in the
Recognition Prototype I1 as described below.
During June 1968, a new photocell input conditioning circuit was
designed for the Cognodictor recognition machine. In addition to a
stable Schmitt trigger which uses an integrated circuit, this design includes
an improved version of the automatic white level compensation used
successfully in the older Recognition Prototype 11.
The white level compensation circuit used previously operated from two
power supplies,
12 and -12 volts, which were required for the old
Word Synthesizer electronics and the discrete component logic. Careful
consideration of a number of points made it possible to design the new
circuit for operation from the +5-volt supply used for the new Word
Synthesizer electronics, the Word Storage Unit, and the planned integrated
circuit logic of the Cognodictor. An important factor was a change from
JFET's (junction field effect transistors) which operate in the depletion
mode and require a reverse bias voltage, to MOSFET's (metal-oxidesemiconductor field effect transistors) which operate in the enhancement
mode with a bias voltage of the same polarity as the drain-source supply
voltage.
In the new circuit each photocell is connected from the drain of a "P"
channel MOSFET ( Q l ) to the circuit common. The source of Q l is
connected to +5 volts and the gate receives a bias voltage according to
the charge on a capacitor which connects from +5 volts to the gate.
The voltage across the photocell is applied to an "N" channel MOSFET
(Q2) which is connected as a phase inverter. The in-phase output from
the source load resistor goes to the white level comparator (Q3) and
the inverted signal from an adjustable resistor used as the drain load goes
to the Schmitt trigger circuit. The comparator also receives a reference
voltage and when the in-phase signaI from the photocell after passing
through Q2 is less than the reference, the comparator adds charge to the
capacitor connected to the gate of Q l , and Q1 conducts more, and the
photocell voltage increases until the in-phase signal is very close to the
reference voltage. The photocell voltage can increase above the reference
if, for example, the light incident on the photocell decreases, i.e., "seeing"
dark. In that case, the inverted output of Q2 goes more negative and at
a certain point turns on a PNP transistor (Q4) which operates one-half
of an integrated circuit (SN7400N) as a Schmitt trigger. The switching
point from white to black is adjusted by varying the drain resistor con-
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nected to Q2. This adjustment is needed to compensate for component
tolerances. Later, it may be replaced by selecting a suitable fixed resistor
during assembly.
As in the older circuit, a reverse direction switch on the Visotactor A
will indirectly discharge the capacitor each time the probe travels right
to left.
By the end of June 1968, one photocell circuit had been assembled and
had been given preliminary tests with satisfying results. Because the
Cognodictor performance depends to a considerable degree on the
stability of this circuit, additional tests will be made on several breadboard
versions before the circuit design is finalized and the printed circuit board
is designed.
2. Recognition Prototype I1

During the current fiscal year, a number of improvements were made
in the Recognition Prototype TI. One design change involved the
recognition photocells in the Visotactor A. Small changes were made in
the dimensions of several of these cells to eliminate an infrequent source
of error for some slanting letters such as v or y and to improve the
detection of word spaces. During August 1967, the two metal masks
required for a new recognition photocell array were photoetched from
.005-in.-thick nickel-iron alloy (Carpenter Steel Company #52). Several
arrays were made using alumina substrates which had been coated with
CdSe by the National Semiconductor Corporation. One array was
encapsulated and installed in the Visotactor #002. The photocell input
circuits in the Recognition Prototype I1 were improved by the incorporation of junction field effect transistors. The new photocell array did
not produce errors of the v, y type and word space detection was greatly
improved (Fig. 3 ) .
On September 19, 1967, Miss Reinicke used the Recognition Prototype
with the Visotactor #002 which provides improved word space detection
compared with the Visotactor #001. The circuits which provide automatic adjustment for apparent white level also make it possible to
exchange Visotactors without any readjustment of the Recognition Prototype. It was thus possible to switch Visotactors several times during the
reading session. When reading typewritten material, the older Visotactor
#001 signaled about 20 percent more letter spaces than were present and
the new Visotactor #002 produced about 10 percent extra word space
signals. None of the actual word spaces was missed. The constant letter
spacing produced by most typewriters (including the one we used) results
in white spaces within words which cause the word space photocell to
produce an "end-of-word" signal prematurely. The present word space
photocell is a compromise between the optimum design required for the
proportional letter spacing used in books, magazines, and newsprint, and
140
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FIGURE3.-The

photocell array used in the Visotactor A contains 10 cells used for
recognition in addition to the eight optophone-type cells nearest the scale which
connect through amplifiers to the tactile stimulators in the Visotactor base. The
largest recognition cell in the center of the substrate is used to detect word spaces.

-

the constant letter spacing used in the majority of typewriters with a
slight bias toward the first group. T o achieve the best word segmentation
possible for the two groups of materials it may be necessary to provide
a switch for the reader to operate whenever he reads typewritten material.
This switch could change the sensitivity of the word space photocell or
combine two or more photocells electrically. Up to this point, we have
successfully avoided requiring the user to make any adjustments to adapt
the recognition machine for different type styles; in fact, the volume control
for the spelled-speech output is the only additional operator adjustment
necessary in going from tactile direct translation reading to recognition
operation. The performance of the present compromise and other solutions
will be investigated further to avoid, if possible, additional controls or
switches.
On October 26, 1967, Miss Reinicke read with the Recognition Prototype
I1 and the Visotactor A (#002). Initially, the word storage mode was
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prevented from operating due to a shortcoming in the word space photocell
circuit. Later, investigation showed that the field effect transistor responsible for maintaining the white level adjustment was defective. Replacing
this transistor restored normal operation.
On November 14, 1967, Miss Reinicke used the Recognition Prototype
I1 and the Visotactor A (#002) to read some of the Battelle training
course material. Because this material was prepared using a proportional
spacing typewriter (IBM Executive), the word space detection photocell
circuit operated well and the word storage mode was used for most of the
reading session. Miss Reinicke had very little previous experience with
the word storage mode, and she tended to scan haltingly, perhaps trying
to anticipate the end of a word. After an hour of practice, this tendency
was greatly reduced.
Operating the Recognition Prototype in the word storage mode introduced a slight reduction in reading rates because the Word Storage Unit
required that all the letters in a word accumulate before read out of the
word could begin. The silent period which often preceded the read out
of a long word also influenced Miss Reinicke's scanning speed.
During December 1967, a change in the Word Storage Unit was made
to reduce this delay in read out. The circuit which previously served to
begin read out whenever 12 of the 15 stages were filled was reconnected
to begin read out when the first four letters of a word have been recognized
and stored. This connection does not adversely affect the word storage
mode of operation of the Recognition Prototype as long as the word scan
is completed within the time required to read out all the letters. For
example, if a word up to seven letters long is scanned as slowly as one-half
the read out rate, the read out will still be one word without gaps between
letters.
Miss Reinicke visited the laboratory on December 12, 1967, and read
with the Recognition Prototype I1 which had been modified as described
above. Her reading speed was more uniform than before although she
still changed scan rates frequently. I t seemed that she was attempting
to provide more time between words. The Cognodictor which is being
designed now, includes circuits which can be adjusted to vary the silent
period between words from zero for advanced readers up to four letter
durations for beginners.
The performance of the Recognition Prototype I1 with regard to
accuracy and. freedom from malfunctions had been improved to the
point that Miss Reinicke began using the machine in her home on a
regular basis, starting on December 21, 1967. Being able to read each
day rather than once or twice a month should enable her to build a
spelled-speech vocabulary much more rapidly.
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The Visotactor A probe is equipped with a temporary reverse scan
switch coupled by mechanical friction to a roller axle. This switch stops
the recognition process whenever the probe is rolled from right to left.
It also resets the automatic white level adjusting circuits for the photocell
amplifiers. This process clears the memory units and resets the snapshot
counter. With the Recognition Prototype in the word storage mode of
operation, the user may decide to backtrack without completing the word
being scanned. Ordinarily, the first few letters of the uncompleted word
would be stored until the probe has traveled forwards and encountered
a word space. The user usually assumes that these letters belong with
the part of the line he is then scanning. This situation can be avoided if
a pulse produced whenever the roller switch signals the start of backwards
motion is used as a word space signal which will cause the Word Storage
Unit to release for playback all the letters stored. The user will learn to
associate these partial words with going backwards and to ignore them.
On January 30th, 1968, the Recognition Prototype I1 was returned to
the laboratory for modifications and repairs. Although this machine had
been at Miss Reinicke's home approximately 5 weeks, the holiday season
and a 2-week vacation limited Miss Reinicke's reading time to a total
of about 6 hours. During this time, she observed two types of intermittent
malfunctions. The first type seemed to be caused by home appliances, in
particular, by the clothes washing machine. From her description, the
second type of malfunction seems to originate in the Schmitt trigger
circuit associated with photocell #2, which senses descenders. ~ ' ~ o w e r
line interference filter was purchased and apparently served to eliminate
the first type of malfunction. The second intermittent condition has not
yet occurred with the machine in the laboratory.
During February 1968, the Recognition Prototype I1 remained at
Mauch Laboratories so that a number of modifications could be made.
One change involved adding circuitry which generates a word-space pulse
and inserts this pulse into the Word Storage Unit at the instant the
Visotactor A probe begins rolling in the reverse direction, right-to-left.
The word-space pulse causes the Word Storage Unit to release and the
Word Synthesizer to play back any stored letters. Thus, the Word
Storage Unit will clear itself, usually before scanning in the forward
direction is resumed.
During the first week in March 1968, the Recognition Prototype I1 was
brought up-to-date by installing the new Word Synthesizer electronic
circuit and the hand-wired prototype of the new design Word Storage
Unit. The new electronics made it possible to eliminate a separate amplifier and speaker formerly required, and a 4-in. loudspeaker was installed
in the cabinet of the Recognition Prototype. Several changes were required
because the new Word Storage Unit uses transistor-transistor-logic (TTL)
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whereas the older unit was constructed with resistor-transistor-logic (RTL) .
Each input of RTL needs a current source but a T T L input requires
mainly a current sink. Other changes related to.the word space signal and
the error signal ( a 440 Hz "beep") also were made.
After several days testing, the Recognition Prototype I1 was returned
to Miss Reinicke's home on March 12th, 1968. The new Word Storage
Unit initially was set to "store" with three silent letter spaces (156 milliseconds each) between words. Using five letters per word, three spaces
between words, 12 words per line, and 6 seconds to change lines, the
upper limit on reading speed is about 35 words per minute including line
change time. The comparable figure for an experienced reader using a
spelled-speech alphabet with 100 millisecond letters (expected to be
available with the Cognodictor) with one letter space between words
and 3 seconds line change time is 70 wpm. If line change time is excluded
and 4.3 letterslword is used then 113 wpm results. Although Miss
Reinicke had' not used the Recognition Prototype I1 for about 6 weeks,
her reading speed was checked on the day it was returned. Her average
rate for about 4 minutes reading from supplementary material of the
Battelle lessons was 15 wpm. Her previous reading speeds were in the
20-25 wpm range and the low result this time was attributed to her 6
weeks inactivity rather than to the changes made in the machine.
From April 9th to April 23rd, 1968, the Recognition Prototype 11 was
at Mauch Laboratories. During this time a number of electrical measurements, needed for the design of the Cognodictor, were taken and the
Visotactor A was brought up-to-date by adding a damping device, as
described below under topic 4. The Recognition Prototype I1 was returned
to Miss Reinicke and she reported that it operated well.
O n May 17th to May 24th, 1968, the Recognition Prototype I1 was at
Mauch Laboratories. The machine was required for demonstrations on the
22nd. While it was at Mauch Laboratories, a stimulator control was added
to the associated Visotactor A.
On May 3Oth, 1968, the Recognition Prototype I1 was returned to
Mauch Laboratories for repairs. The wire from photocell #10 in the
Visotactor A had broken in the cable from the Visotactor. The break
was located and repaired. The possibility of this type of failure in the
future will be greatly reduced by using larger wires for the photocell
connections. The change will increase the cable diameter slightly.
The Recognition Prototype I1 was returned to Miss Reinicke on June
4th, 1968. On June 18th, Miss Reinicke read without pausing all of the
second page of the Battelle Supplementary Material #I05 at an average
speed, including line change, of 20 words per minute. Of the 23 lines on
this page, only three were rescanned. The Word Storage Unit and Word
Synthesizer were set to replay one word at a time with one letter duration
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(.I56 second) of silence between words, but Miss Reinicke's slow scan
provided much longer (about 1 second) pauses between words. Two weeks
later, Miss Reinicke averaged 23 wpm while reading part of Supplementary
Material #106. That reading session was interrupted by equipment
malfunction. During these two sessions, reading speeds for single lines
ranged from 10 to 31 wpm. At the end of June 1968, the Recognition
Prototype I1 was returned to Mauch Laboratories for repairs and
modifications.
Miss Reinicke and others are assisting Mauch Laboratories in contacting
blind individuals in this area who may be interested in participating in
the reading machine development as test subjects. The availability of
three Cognodictor prototypes in October or November 1968 will make it
possible to add two subjects at that time. Miss Reinicke may begin teaching tactile reading and tracking skills using Visotactor B's even before the
Cognodictors are completed.
3. Visotactor B-Visotoner Evaluation

*

-

The four Visotactor B prototypes completed in May 1967 were shipped
with the stimulator voltages set at 3.0 volts as a trial compromise between
the 2.0 volts used by Miss Reinicke and the 6-volt maximum. Mr. Lauer
requested that we adjust one of the Visotactors to 5.0 volts until he
becomes accustomed to tactile stimulation at this intensity. Visotactor
#010 was modified and sent to Mr. Lauer at the end of July 1967.
Mr. Lauer later requested that we also increase the stimulator voltage in
Visotactor #012 to 5.0 volts. This change was made and the equipment was returned to Mr. Lauer on August 8th, 1967.
Visotoner #031 was returned from Hines VA Hospital on July 31st,
1967. Tone #1 (440 Hz) would not operate under any conditions. The
photocell series resistor for that channel was broken, apparently when the
cordwood sandwich struck the lamp rheostat during shipment. The
circuit boards had been made smaller than the drawing specified and
the resulting play permitted this resistor to contact the rheostat. The
polypropylene hinge at the left inside wall of the accompanying attach6
case #030 was also torn, apparently during the same transit.
Several prospective users of the Visotactor/Visotoner reading aids have
had some difficulty in reaching the roller knob with their thumbs. While
in most cases, practice and exercise will facilitate rapid and easy operation
of the line change mechanism, an alternate design was incorporated in the
Visotoner prototype #034. In this design, the roller knob is absent and
the springs which return the rollers are one-half as strong as before. The
roller nearest the user's palm is spring loaded toward the thumb end of
the Visotoner, and the other roller is pressed toward the other end of the
Visotoner base by a similar spring. T o change lines, the user tilts the
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Visotoner toward himself, presses his thumb against the reading surface,
and uses the other fingers on the Visotoner base to pull the Visotoner down
to the next line. Then, he tilts the Visotoner away from himself to permit
the spring to return the nearest roller to its stop. The Visotoner is then
returned to vertical and rests on both rollers. T o return to the line above,
the user follows a similar procedure beginning with a tilt away from
himself. The modified Visotoner #034 was returned to Mr. Lauer at
Hines VA Hospital. Mr. Lauer reported favorably on this arrangement,
but he liked using the knob as well. At present, both line changing procedures are possible (the damping device described below also serves
as the knob), and the user can choose the method he prefers.
Our experience with the Visotactor/Visotoner prototypes indicates that
lamp replacement will be required very infrequently. The present lamp
assembly uses a dozen special parts to facilitate lamp replacement by the
user. In view of the very long life of the lamps, this "clip-in" replacement
feature is now less important and the lamp assembly can be simplified
considerably by a redesign. In the new design, completed during August
1967, the lamp reflector is attached to the lamp mounting plate by two
screws and the lamp leads are soldered to two flexible wire leads. If lamp
replacement is required, the reading aid should be returned to Mauch
Laboratories where a technician can unsolder the old lamps and solder
the leads to the replacements. The more secure attachment provided by
the screws will also prevent the lamps from being dislodged during
shipment.
During August 1967, a battery discharge timer was assembled. The
timer contains a voltage comparator, a reference voltage, a 16-ohm load
resistor, and an elapsed time meter which indicates minutes and tenths
of minutes. The rechargeable 6-volt batteries used with the Visotactor/
Visotoner prototypes will supply the 16-ohm load, which is typical for
the Visotoner, for 175 minutes on the average before the battery voltage
drops to equal the reference voltage and the voltage comparator consequently disconnects the load and stops the timer. The reference voltage,
5.6 volts, is the lowest value which will still permit proper operation of
a Visotoner. The Visotactor will operate down to 5 volts but its current
drain is higher so that one battery provides about 130 minutes of operation.
On September 27th, 1967, Mr. Harvey Lauer visited Mauch Laboratories accompanied by Mr. Donald Hathaway, Executive Director of The
Hadley School for the Blind. Miss Reinicke was able to spend the morning
at Mauch Laboratories and she demonstrated the Visotactor B and the
Recognition Prototype 11. Mr. Lauer and Miss Reinicke discussed and
compared their Visotactor B reading techniques. Miss Reinicke reads
10 words per minute with only 2 volts driving the stimulators while Mr.
Laurer's reading speed is presently much less and he requires 5-volt
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stimulator operation. Miss Reinicke expressed the opinion that she could
read with an even lower stimulator voltage if a readily accessible control
were provided to increase the voltage whenever she encounters difficult
material. This idea had been considered previously and such a control
was later installed in several Vistotactor prototypes. Mr. Lauer then
demonstrated the Visotoner to Miss Reinicke. Mr. Lauer's reading speed
with the Visotoner for unfamiliar typewritten material averaged 24 words
per minute over a 5-minute period. Miss Reinicke then demonstrated
the Recognition Prototype and Visotactor A. In the afternoon, Mr. Lauer
used the Recognition Prototype very successfully over an hour.
A Visotoner prototype was modified so that the amplitude of each tone
could be adjusted independently. Mr. Lauer had felt that the lower tones
were excessively loud when he used a fitted ear mold with the Visotoner's
earphone, and. we planned to use his visit to determine the preferred
amplitudes. Unfortunately, his ear molds were misplaced in traveling and
recovered too late to make these measurements. The Visotoner circuit was
further modified so that Mr. Lauer can make the adjustments unaided,
and later it was shipped to him at Hines VA Hospital.
Mr. Hathaway and Miss Butow of The Hadley School are mainly
interested in training potential users of the reading machines. They are
involved in preparing a correspondence course which will familiarize
students with the reading aids (mainly Visotoner) . The course probably
will include tests which indicate the likelihood of the student becoming
a proficient user of a reading aid. In discussing this aspect with Mr.
Hathaway, it was noted that both the direct translation aids and the
recognition machine sometimes require a user to recognize a word when
one or more letters are unidentified or identified incorrectly. I t appears
that a successful user of a direct translation device skips over a large
percentage of the letters but still identifies the word. Some people seem
to do this fairly easily. Mr. Hathaway thought that a test could be devised
which would reflect a student's ability in this area.
At the end of October 1967, Miss Butow at The Hadley School for the
Blind returned Visotoner #030 to Mauch Laboratories for repair. She
reported that tone eight (2218 Hz) operated intermittently and that the
tones sounded "distorted" on some recordings she made. A poor solder
connection between a transistor base and the printed circuit was found
and repaired. This eliminated the problem with tone eight. Because a
number of Visotoner malfunctions have been caused by poor solder
connections, several design and assembly procedure changes are being
considered. Smaller drilled holes for component leads and circuit boards
which have been plated with gold or tin-lead would probably reduce the
number of connection failures. The distortion in Visotoner #030
originated in the audio amplifier. A resistor which was not the correct
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value had been installed and the peak clipping occurred when most of
the nine tones sounded simultaneously. An inspection step, checking the
amplifier bias voltage, was added to the assembly procedures to prevent
a recurrence of this problem.
On December 4th, 1967, Mr. Lauer returned Visotoner #031 to
Mauch Laboratories for repairs. The battery cable had broken close to
the Visotoner body. The black rubber sleeve which should have protected
the wires from sharp bends was replaced with a softer silicone rubber
tube. None of the battery cables with silicone rubber tubing has broken,
and the black sleeves are being replaced as the Visotactors and Visotoners
are returned for repairs or modifications.
During December 1967, K. C. Liest and G. C. Smith of Mauch Laboratories had ear molds made for their right ears and used the Visotoner
#001 to determine relative amplitudes of the nine tones which provide
approximately equal loudness. Both sets of results were close to those
obtained by Mr. Lauer. The main differences occurred in the extreme
tones, those which sound for risers and descenders. These tones are the
ones most affected by the receiver, the ear mold, and the user's hearing.
I t may also be the case that equal loudness is not desirable for these tones.
Visotoner #031 was modified to produce the amplitude distribution
selected by Mr. Lauer and returned to him on December 21st, 1967. He
was asked to pass #031 around among his students and gather their
opinions on the tones. Visotoner #031 was also updated to include the
new lamp assembly, the new roller design which facilitates line change,
and the speed-dependent damping device attached to the proximal roller
axle.
During January 1968, Mr. Lauer at Hines VA Hospital returned
Visotoner #035. He felt that tones eight and nine were more sensitive
than the others, and that this made reading low contrast print difficult.
The photocell series resistors were changed to move the turn-on points
of these tones closer to the others. The tolerance for the turn-on points
of future models can be reduced by selecting these resistor values only
after the photocell array has been installed in the Visotoner's optical
barrel. This approach should eliminate changing these resistors for at
least the life of the lamps (10,000 hours or more).
A related problem was discovered by Miss Butow of The Hadley School
for the Blind in the Visotactor #010 which she returned to Mauch
Laboratories during January 1968. She reported that the illumination
the lamps provided was, at times, insufficient to read very small print.
The Visotactors #010-014 had. been assembled so that 4.6 volts applied
to the lamps provided enough light on the photocells when scanning white
paper at maximum magnification (5: 1) to turn off all the stimulators.
Careful measurement of the lamp voltage in Visotactor #010 showed that
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the turn-off point of the photocell circuits had not changed since
assembly. The present turn-off point, 4.6 volts, will be reduced to 4.2
volts in future Visotactors to provide a greater allowance for paper
reflectivity and low battery voltage when the highest magnification is
used. The Visotactor #010 was modified to this new standard by the
end of January 1968.
Both the Visotactor #010 and the Visotoner #035 were equipped
with the latest design of the viscous damping device described below.
On February 15th' 1968, Miss Butow returned Visotoner #030 to
Mauch Laboratories to be updated. Mr. Lauer sent Visotoner #033 and
Visotactor #012 on February 28th, 1968. These three machines were
improved by reworking the guide rollers' and their bearings and by adding
the new design of the viscous damping device. Miss Butow reported that
tone eight in Visotoner #030 seemed to change pitch intermittently in an
experimental situation but not during normal reading. While the Visotoner was at Mauch Laboratories the effects she described could not be
reproduced. Miss Butow will continue to use #030 and to observe the
operation of tone eight during normal reading.
The Visotactor prototypes assembled to date operate with a fixed tactile
stimulator voltage. Experience with Miss Reinicke in Dayton and other
blind users at Hines VA Hospital indicates that individuals prefer different
intensities of tactile stimuli and that each person's preference may change
on a long term basis with training. A user's immediate needs also vary
with fatigue and the difficulty of the reading material. A control which
allows the reader to adjust the stimulator voltage over a wide range was
designed and incorporated in Visotactor #003 during March 1968. The
control potentiometer is mounted in the Visotactor base where the rim
of its knob protrudes slightly through the right roller support plate near
the user's thumb. The knob is horizontal and is operated like the
thumbwheel controls commonly found on pocket radios. Although a low
resistance potentiometer could be used to provide a voltage which would
change little under varying loads (more or fewer stimulators operating)
the power wasted would be prohibitive. Instead, a power transistor
(2N4918) is used as an emitter follower to provide a relatively steady
voltage which depends on the adjustment of the control.
At the end of April 1968, Miss Reinicke reported that the new stimulator
intensity control in Visotactor B #003 was easy to adjust and operated
satisfactorily. Miss Butow at The Hadley School for the Blind returned
Visotactor B #011 to have a stimulator control installed. During May
1968, Miss Butow at The Hadley School for the Blind reported that the
stimulator control and damping device installed on Visotactor #011
operated well and that these additions facilitated using the Visotactor B,
especially for teaching (see Fig. 5 ) .
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The Visotoner prototypes #030-035 contain circuitry which has been
adjusted for use with a hearing-aid type receiver, the Telex HFX 91, and
a custom-fitted ear mold. The higher tones produced by the Visotoner
are of greater amplitude ( +10-12 dB at 2795 Hz) than the middle tones.
This increase is needed to make the tones equally loud. However, when
the tones are recorded on magnetic tape and replayed through loudspeakers, the resulting sound is dominated by the high tones. In addition
to making an equalizer available to those who need to record their
Visotoner's output, we have examined a large number of receivers looking
for a relatively flat output versus frequency characteristic from 400 to
3,000 Hz. Dr. Eugene F. Murphy, Chief, R&D Div., PSAS, Veterans
Administration in New York, suggested several sources for receivers and
arranged assistance from VA contractors in the field of hearing aids.
Several of these receivers were sent to Dr. W. 0. Olsen, Auditory Research
Laboratory, Northwestern University, Chicago, Ill. Dr. Olsen recorded
their frequency-response characteristics using a standard 2 cc. coupler
and automatic recording equipment.
During April 1968, Visotoner #031 was changed to produce equal
amplitude output signals for all nine tones. This Visotoner and an assortment of hearing-aid receivers were sent to Mr. Lauer and later to Miss
Butow for their comments. After using a number of earphones with
Visotoner #031, which had been modified to produce equal amplitude
tones, Mr. Harvey Lauer reported, at the end of June 1968, that the
earphone most suitable for future Visotoners is the model AFQ-11 from
American Danish Oticon Corporation, Union, New Jersey.
The braille dot magnification scale (indexing ring) just below the
magnification knob on the ten Visotactor B's and Visotoners may slip
out of position and turn with the knob, especially when the optical
barrel is set for reading through the transparent plate of the Colineator.
The manufacturer of the indexing ring produced unwanted chamfers
on the tab which should keep the ring from turning. With these chamfers
the tab can slip out of position easily. About one-half of the existing
Visotactors and Visotoners have been modified to prevent this malfunction.
The rest will be updated as they are returned, usually for other reasons.
Visotoner #030 was equipped with the newest design of the damping
device and returned to Hadley School on May 3i*d, 1968.
On May 20th, 1968, Visotoner #032 was returned from the VA
Prosthetic and Sensory Aids Service in New York. This Visotoner and
its associated Colineator #012 were updated by adding a damping device
to the Visotoner and by making eight other changes required. The
equipment was shipped back to New York on May 23rd, 1968.
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Visotoner #034 was received from Hines VA Hospital, Hines, Illinois
on May 22nd, 1968. I t was brought up-to-date and shipped back to
Hines on May 27th, 1968.
Visotoner #035 developed a break in the battery cable near the probe.
An electronics engineer at Hines VA Hospital requested and received
permission to repair the cable. Unfortunately, a combination of excessive
force and unsuitable tools resulted in additional damage during this repair
attempt. When the Visotoner was returned to Mauch Laboratories on
May 22nd, 1968, it was necessary to replace the photocell array assembly
and the lamp assembly.
At this stage of the reading machine development, no repairs should
be attempted in the field and the reading machines and/or accessories
should be returned to Mauch Laboratories if repair or internal adjustment
seems to be needed.
In one or two cases, it appears that curious individuals have removed
the Visotactor/Visotoner cover plates. Because two of the four hex
socket screws which attach the cover also maintain tension in the optical
barrel mounting clamp, the mounting clamp must be tightened properly
when the cover is replaced. In future Visotactors/Visotoners, these screws
may be sealed to make removal more difficult. In other locations, rivets
and drive studs may be used to discourage disassembly in the field.
4. Visotactor-Visotoner Damping Device

For quite some time we have been trying to find a solution to the
problem of better control of the speed of the hand-held probe along the
line during reading. A number of ways were considered, ranging from
the hydraulic cylinder used in conjunction with a Neg'ator spring to
drive the horizontal motion of the optophone holder on the Battelle
tracking board; through similar devices based on a reel-type arrangement
to be attached to the left side of our Colineator; to a miniaturized electrical
gear motor to be integrated with our probe and acting on one or both
of its guide rollers. All these devices would have been problematical due
to their complexity, size, and cost.
In order to arrive at a practical solution, it was finally decided to
separate the two functions these devices provided, namely the driving
function and the speed-steadying function, and to assign the driving
function to the operator. This decision simplified matters considerably
because all that was needed now was a speed-dependent damping device
which permits the operator to move the probe with the desired speed by
varying the pull he exerts on the probe.
A particularly elegant solution for such a damping device was found
by using the silicone material marketed under the name "Silly Putty"
and manufactured by the G.E. Silicone Products Dept., Waterford, New
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York, under their designation SS91. This material is practically a liquid
with very high viscosity that does not change very much with temperature.
In the damping device we finally arrived at, the silicone putty is held in
a small cylindrical housing (.240 in. dia. x .280 in. long) which rides on
the extended axle of the proximal guide roller and takes the place of
the line change knob previously located there. The portion of the axle
inside that housing has two flats (later, one) which cause the silicone
putty to wrap around the axle and provide a viscous-type friction for the
rotation of the roller. Two pins extending from the housing keep it from
rotating but permit the longitudinal travel required and line change.
Tests showed that the friction-velocity characteristic of the device is such
that reading speeds from 3 to 90 words per minute can be accommodated
by varying the pull in moving the probe.
Since the damping device is associated with the proximal guide roller,
pull on the probe will tend to increase the pressure between this roller
and the paper surface, while push during backtracking will decrease that
pressure until the roller slides over the paper, thus providing a kind of
free-wheeling action.
Mr. Lauer reported that the damping device fitted to Visotoner #031
operated very well and that it was now easier to maintain a desired scanning
speed. Miss Reinicke, on the other hand, stated that an identical damping
device installed on Visotactor #003 required so much finger pressure to
pull the probe at her usual reading speeds that she could not feel the
tactile stimulators. She estimated that it would be necessary to reduce
the finger pressure to one-half before she could read satisfactorily. Miss
Reinicke uses very little stimulator drive (2 volts peak to peak) which
reduces fatigue but increases the effect of static finger pressure.
Another point worth mentioning is the fact that the Visotactor A will
use the torque exerted by the cylindrical housing of the damping device to
operate the switch which turns off the spelled-speech output of the
Recognition Machine during backtracking.
By the end of December 1967, two probes (Visotoner #031 and
Visotactor #003) were equipped with the damping device for testing by
Mr. Lauer and Miss Reinicke, respectively.
During January 1968, the design of a new damping device which
provides approximately one-half of the speed dependent resistance of
the original design was completed, and prototypes of this design were
installed on Visotactor #010 and Visotoner #031. T o achieve the lower
resistance while maintaining a satisfactory relationship between pulling
force and speed, it was necessary to eliminate the excessive mechanical
friction caused by interference fits between the roller axles and the roller
bearing bushing. The inside diameters of the bushing were increased in
the above probes and this change will be included in future machines.
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Both Miss Reinicke and Mr. Lauer reported that the new design met their
requirements.
During April 1968, the viscous damping device on Visotoner #030,
which had been used three months, stopped operating. I t no longer
provided any speed dependent resistance. A very small amount of silicone
putty had been forced through the small clearances between the roller
axle and the device housing at each end. I t appeared that the volume
of putty lost (plus any air space left in filling the housing with putty) was
greater than the volume of the flat on the axle. Since the putty has little
tendency to adhere to the steel shaft (or the housing, for that matter)
this loss provided room for the axle to turn freely without engaging the
putty.
One part of the problem, the flat on the shaft was eliminated. Instead,
the axle which is .040 in. in diameter inside the damping device was bent
in a gradual curve away from the center line to a maximum eccentricity
of .012-.015 in. and then back to the center. The peak of the bend in the
axle occurs in the center of the damping device housing; the axle is concentric again where it passes through the ends of the housing. A special
silicone primer (G.E. SS4401) was applied to the bent portion of the
axle to improve adhesion of the silicone putty. This primer was the best
of several investigated. The inside of the housing including the walls
of the bores which fit the axle was also coated with primer. The leakage
problem was solved because the putty which enters the small clearances
between the axle and the housing sticks to the housing, not to this
uncoated area of the axle, and this putty acts as a seal.
A gear motor (30 r.p.m.) was used to test several damping device
designs. The design described above operated continuously at a speed
equivalent to 30 words per minute without leakage or other failure.
The eccentric axle design of the damping device provided a speeddependent resistance which was somewhat higher than desired for tactile
reading so the silicone putty (G.E. SS91) was mixed with silicone fluid
(G.E. F50 Versilube) in the proportions, by weight, of four parts putty
to one part silicone fluid. This mixture in the damping device results in
a force-velocity characteristic such that the user supplies about 1 gram
force for each word per minute of reading speed at type size of ten
characters per inch (pica). Thus, for 30 wpm the Visotactor/Visotoner
user must pull the probe with about 30 grams force.
A slip clutch was added to the design of the damping device during
May 1968. A band of .006-in.-thick stainless steel .I25 in. wide grips the
damping device housing by a predetermined spring force at three points
around the circumference and has upward extensions which contact the
roller support plate. These extensions keep the band from turning and
the band keeps the housing from rotating as long as the reading speed
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is less than about 35 wpm (direct translation operation). When the speed
is higher, as in recognition reading with a Visotactor A or in rapid backtracking, the steel spring slips and the user has to supply only about 35
grams force instead of the much higher force required without the slip
clutch. The frictional characteristics of the Nylatron housing and the
steel band are well suited for this application (near zero static friction) and
the transition through 35 wpm is difficult to detect (Fig. 4 and 5 ) .
5. Miscellaneous

On August 15th, 1967, Mr. Nyal McConoughey, representing the
Tachikawa Council for the Betterment of the Japanese Blind, visited Mauch
Laboratories, Inc. Mr. McConoughey, who is blind, examined the Visotactor/Visotoner reading aids and the complete Recognition Reading
Machine. The Recognition Reading Machine, in its present form, could
not be used for Japanese type styles, and Mr. McConoughey thought that
this organization would be interested mainly in the Visotactor/Visotoner
development.
Machine Design magazine, published February lst, 1968, by the Penton
Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio, contains an article on technology for the
blind. Mauch Laboratories cooperated with the magazine's editors by
supplying illustrations and written matter covering the reading machine
development.
On February 6-7, 1968, Mr. Howard Freiberger, Electronics Engineer,
PSAS, R&D Div., Veterans Administration, New York, visited Mauch

FIGURE4.-The damping device used on all current Visotactor and Visotoner
prototypes assists the user in maintaining a more uniform tracking speed. An
extension of the roller axle rotates inside a Nylatron housing which is filled with
silicone putty.
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FIGURE5.-This illustration shows the assembled damping device on a Visotactor
B. The knob for the stimulator intensity control is also visible in this view.
Laboratories. While he was here, design philosophies and research and
development progress on the reading machines were discussed. Several
hours were spent demonstrating and using the Recognition Prototype I1
to read single sheets from the Battelle Training Program and typewritten
material prepared on our office typewriter. This was Mr. Freiberger's
first experience reading with the Recognition Reading Machine and his
greatest difficulty arose from the tasks of changing from line to line and
from staying on the line of print.
On May loth, 1968, Dr. L. Vodovnik, Associate Professor, Fakulteta za
elecktrotehniko, Trzaska 25, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia (currently at Case
Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio) visited Mauch Laboratories.
Dr. Vodovnik was preparing a lecture on sensory aids for the blind. The
direct translation and recognition reading machines were demonstrated
and discussed.
On April 18th, 1968, Dr. Robert E. Stewart, Director, PSAS, Veterans
Administration, Vermont Ave. and I St., N.W., Washington, D.C., was
a guest on the Today Show, a morning television program produced by
NBC and broadcast nationwide. In the short time available, Dr. Stewart
described several significant results of the PSAS research program. Mr.
Harvey Lauer of the Hines Veterans Administration Hospital demonstrated
the Visotoner by reading a typed name on an envelope and by identifying
paper money.
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On May 22nd, 1968, Dr. Eugene F. Murphy, Chief, R&D Div., PSAS,
VA, New York visited Mauch Laboratories. Dr. Murphy was shown the
most recent reading machine developments. The progress on the design
and construction of three Cognodictor prototypes was discussed, and
Dr: Murphy used the Recognition Prototype I1 to read two different type
styles without difficulty.
FUT'URE WORK

1. Development and Construction of three Cognodictor Prototypes

Cognodictor Recognition Logic
The production version of Mauch Laboratories' recognition reading
machine has been given the name "Cognodictor." The design of two sections of the Cognodictor (Word Storage Unit and Word Synthesizer
electronics) has been completed, and these sections are currently in use.
Most of the design work remaining involves the electronic recognition
logic which will be based on the logic equations developed and tested in
the Recognition Prototype 11. I t is estimated that this logic can be built
on 15 plug-in printed circuit cards each 4% in. x 4% in. and that the
power requirements will be approximately 15 watts. As these circuits are
designed, breadboard versions will be assembled and tested. The printed
circuit boards needed for three Cognodictor prototypes will be designed
and assembled as soon as each breadboard operates satisfactorily.
Experience with the older Recognition Prototype I1 continues to
suggest improvements which can be built into the Cognodictor logic with
very little increase in complexity. For example, it seems worthwhile to
distinguish the hyphen and dash from other punctuation marks and to
use one of the five special signals in the Word Synthesizer for these two
marks.
The remaining mechanical design work for the Cognodictor concerns
packaging these circuit boards, the drum-type Word Synthesizer, and
power supply in a cabinet. The total power consumption of the Cognodictor will be approximately 100 watts; most of this is used by the
drum rotating motor and the slit illuminating lamp. It may be necessary
to use a small blower to remove this heat from the Cognodictor cabinet.
a.

b. Word Synthesizer Improvements
Three of the drum-type Word Synthesizers have been improved by
exchanging the older "as purchased" electronics for the new integrated
circuit version. One of the three units is in the Recognition Prototype 11
which is being used daily by Miss Reinicke in her home. One planned
improvement involves making other spelled-speech alphabets available
for use with the Cognodictor. Equal letter duration alphabets could be
provided for beginning, intermediate, or advanced readers. The film
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drum can accommodate alphabets with letters of 206, 156, and 104
milliseconds duration for these three respective categories. One revolution
of the drum requires 625 milliseconds so that the letters would be recorded
3, 4, or 6 times around the circumference.

c. Word Storage Unit
The recently completed Word Storage Unit using complex integrated
circuits has been built as a breadboard model. I t is being used in the
Recognition Prototype I1 to judge whether the storage capacity is adequate
and whether the provision to increase word space duration is worthwhile.
As time permits, the printed circuit board will be designed, and three
Word Storage Units will be assembled.

d. Photocell Construction Techniques
Photocell construction was substantially improved by the availability
of a "clean room" for the photolithographic and high vacuum work. The
most recent recognition photocell arrays contain two cells approximately
.010 in. on a side. If there are no changes in the design of the array
currently used with the Recognition Prototype 11, the existing masks will
be used to make three arrays for the Visotactors #001, 002, and 003
which will be used with the three Cognodictors.
2. Evaluation of the Visotoner

Up to 30 Visotoner field test prototypes including accessories will be
available for testing at VA Hospitals in Hines, Illinois, and elsewhere
during the next fiscal year. These Visotoners will incorporate the latest
design improvements including the viscous damping device. Mauch
Laboratories will maintain close liaison with those institutions participating
in the test program and will supply technical assistance as needed.
3. Evaluation of the Visotactor B

During the coming fiscal year, 10 Visotactor B prototypes will be
available for field tests. Each of these Visotactors will have a thumbwheel
control for stimulator intensity and a silicone putty damping device on
the proximal roller axle.
Visotactor B trainiiig may be more difficult than Visotoner training
because the teacher cannot easily monitor the tactile impressions the reading
aid presents to the student. We will investigate ways of coupling two
Visotactor B's in a "master-slave" arrangement. Ideally, it should be
easy to reverse roles of the Visotactors and allow the student to monitor
the teacher.
I t may develop that a Vistotactor B simulator which presents "perfect"
tactile stimulation to a student would speed learning. I n its simplest form,
the simulator would take the upper eight tones from a tape recorder which
replays the tape versions (7% i.p.s.) of the 200-lesson Battelle optophone
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training course and use the presence/absence of each tone to turn on/off
the corresponding tactile stimulator of a Visotactor. If a tape recorder
with three operating speeds ( 7 f i ) 3%) 1% i.p.s.) is used with additional
tone selecting circuits, reading speeds one-half and one-fourth that
originally recorded could be simulated. Electronic logic similar to a shift
register would also permit an approximate simulation of a multicolumn
tactile reading aid. If a two channel (stereophonic) tape recorder is
used, the teacher's comments (or spelled-speech letters) could be recorded
on the second track. In the future, this approach might facilitate learning
the tactile output code of the Visotactors A and B and spelled-speech
output of the Cognodictor.
4. Development of Multicolumn Visotactors

When Miss Reinicke used the present Multicolumn Visotactor (24
piezoelectric stimulators in three columns of eight each) her reading speed
was approximately one-half of what she achieves with the Visotactor B
( a single column of eight electromagnetic stimulators). The development
of the Multicolumn simulator above will facilitate designing and testing
of the "Digitactor," a direct translation reading aid which will fit on the
finger doing the scanning and stimulate the underside of that finger with
a large number of stimulators.

